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EUR and ECB Cribsheet
With trade weighed EUR below its 6-month average and the ECB
already announcing new easing measures in December, little suggests
that the January ECB meeting should affect the euro much. We don’t
expect a meaningful shift in verbal intervention. As the USD decline is
expected to resurface in the coming months, EUR/USD should move to
1.30 by the year-end 

No ECB fireworks expected in January
As we've already discussed in our ECB Preview, we don’t expect many fireworks from the European
Central Bank meeting tomorrow as the material adjustment to the monetary policy set-up was
already made in the December meeting. With the new round of easing measures fully in place and
no new forecasts to be presented tomorrow, it should be a fairly uneventful day for the euro.

The trade weighted euro currently below its 6-month average
Still, the level of the exchange rate and any possible ECB comments are likely to be in focus.
However, given that both the trade-weighted euro and EUR/USD have corrected lower in the past
two weeks, the need for imminent verbal intervention is lower. Indeed, as Figure 1 shows, the
trade-weighted euro is currently modestly below its 6-month average, which coincided with the
first verbal intervention from ECB officials in summer last year that helped to halt the rise in the
euro. Hence, purely from the level of the exchange rate today, there is no need for the ECB to

https://think.ing.com/articles/ecb-preview-happy-at-the-sidelines/
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overreact during the January meeting.

Figure 1: Trade weighted euro dipped below its 6-month
average

Source: ING, Refinitiv

The ECB doesn't have to react
Still, the ECB should reiterate that it monitors the exchange rate carefully, but for now, we don’t
expect any tweak to the wording. Coupled with the change to policy instruments during the
December meeting and what we see as a modest upside risk to the current ECB inflation forecast
(which has, in turn, reduced an imminent need for the ECB to act), the scope for a surprise, which
could meaningfully affect the euro, is limited in our view.

More upside to EUR/USD this year as the dollar remains soft
As we noted in our January FX Talking, we have upgraded our year-end EUR/USD forecast to 1.30.
While the idiosyncratic euro story remains unexciting (the eurozone (EZ) will not outperform the
US economy this year and any ECB policy normalisation is a very distant story), we expect the
bearish dollar dynamics to dominate as the USD will suffer from the mix of negative rates, a non-
reacting Fed to rising inflation and the global economic recovery. Under these conditions, the
dollar should remain on a broad-based decline, and in turn push EUR/USD higher.

https://think.ing.com/uploads/reports/January_FX_Talking_Final_110121_NEW.pdf
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Figure 2: EUR not a negative outlier

Source: ING, Refinitiv

No clear negative impact on the euro from eurozone politics
Although we acknowledge the risks associated with eurozone politics, as was very clear during the
past two weeks (notably, the Italian political saga) these risks are currently not sufficient enough
to cause material damage to the euro. Over the past two weeks, EUR was neither a negative
outlier within the G10 FX space (as Figure 2 shows, it was in the middle of the G10 FX pack since
11 January) nor did we observe any risk premium build-up in the currency (EUR/USD currently
trades in line with our short-term financial fair value measure). As we've already noted, the dollar
side of the equation should remain a dominant driver of the EUR/USD and we expect it to drive the
cross higher – probably from the second quarter onwards when clarity on the relaxation of
lockdown measures begins to emerge.
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